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ABSTRACT 
Methods are presented for performing a rigorous sensitivity analysis for general 
systems of linear and nonlinear equations w.r.t. weighted perturbations in the input 
data. The weights offer the advantage that all or part of the input data may be perturbed 
relatively or absolutely. System zeros may, depending on the application, stay zero or 
not. The main purpose of the paper is to give methods for computing rigorous bounds 
on the sensitivity of each individual component of the solution on the computer. The 
methods presented are very effective, with the additional property that, due to an 
automatic error-control mechanism, every computed result is guaranteed to be correct. 
Examples are given for linear and nonlinear systems, demonstrating that the computed 
bounds are in general very sharp. Interesting comparisons with traditional condition 
numbers are given. For linear systems the solution set for finite perturbations in the 
coefficients is estimated. Moreover some theoretical results for eigenvectors, eigenval- 
ues, and singular values are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
Let K denote one of the sets R (real numbers) or C (complex numbers). 
Vectors v E K n and matrices A E K nxn consist of n and n x n components, 
respectively. Let T denote one of the sets K, K “, or K nxn. The power sets 
over those sets are denoted by PT, PT”, PTnX”, respectively. For a set of real 
or complex floating-point numbers F E T let S denote one of the sets D, F”, 
or Fnxn. 
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If not stated otherwise, operations + , - , * , / are throughout this paper 
power-set operations, defined in the usual way. Sets occurring several times in 
an expression are treated independently, e.g. 
ZEPT: z*z:= {zpzzl z1, QEZ} 1 {z*zj ZEZ} 
for all suitable operations * E { + , - , * , /}. 
Intervals over T and S are defined in the usual way by 
XEOT: X = [g, “] = {xeT 
and 
xeos: X= [s,?] = {JET ] _x <r < ?} for c, ?ES, 
where in the case of interval vectors and matrices the induced component- 
wise ordering is used. Interval operations 
@:OT~flT+llTand @:OSXOS-+OS for *e{+, - ,* ,/) 
can be defined using the rounding 0 : P,T -+ IT and 0 : PT + 0 S, respectively, 
and 
A@ B := 0( A*B). 
The definition is similar for interval vectors and matrices. There are very 
effective implementations for all those interval operations (cf. [3, 17, 20, 111). 
The i&mum inf(Z) and supremum sup(Z) of nonempty and bounded sets 
Z E PT and Z E p,S are defined in the usual way-in the case of vectors and 
matrices componentwise [that means for A E PMT one has inf( A) E MT]. The 
diameter d(Z), midpoint m(Z) and the radius r(Z) of some nonempty, 
bounded Z E PT or Z E p>s are defined by 
d(Z):= sup(Z) - inf(Z), m(Z):= (inf(Z) + sup(Z))/2 and 
r(z):= 0.54z). 
The diameter of A E PMT is the matrix of diameters. For an interval X E UT 
we also use the notation m(X) + r(X). u denotes the convex union, int the 
interior and q denotes the n-dimensional version of the HausdorIf metric over 
PT (cf. [3]). The definitions extend immediately to IIT and OS using the 
canonical embedding. 
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For 2 E PK the absolute value 1 Z 1 is defined by 1 Z 1 := max{ 1 z 1 1 z E Z} 
extending componentwise to vectors and matrices. 
2. SENSITIVITY OF THE SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM OF NONLINEAR 
EQUATIONS 
Let a parametrized nonlinear function f : D,, x D, -+ Rn with suitable 
differentiability properties be given, where D E W p, D, E W". For the 
parametrized nonlinear equations f,(x) = 0, ‘where f, : D, + R" and 
f,(x): =f(c, r), we are seeking a componentwise sensitivity of an individual 
zero i of f; for fixed c^ E int( Dp) to pertubations in c^. The perturbations in 6 
are allowed to be weighted by some c* E W P, c* 2 0, which means that we are 
looking for zeros of fF where I E - t I ,< E I c* I for E + 0. 
Weighted perturbations bear the advantage that zero parameters may stay 
zero or not, depending on the application. Our aim is to give rigorous lower 
and upper bounds for the sensitivity which can be calculated on digital 
computers, including all rounding errors during the evaluation. More pre- 
cisely, our general assumptions for f are the following: 
f: Dp x D,, + W” with DpGWp, D,, c W", and 
feC”(D, x Dn). (2.1) 
Slightly weaker assumptions are possible for our results; for simplicity we use 
(2.1). 
Assume i is a simple zero of ft, c^ E int( D,), and let C, := {c” I I E - ~3 I Q 
&lc*l), 0 < EEW, 0 < c*EWP. Becasue i is simple for small enough E and 
every EE C,, there is a uniquely determined zero ? E U,( 2) of f;. Therefore, 
for small enough E, the set 
C(f,C,,Lq:= {zEU*(qpEEC,:fF(q =o) (2.2) 
is well defined and connected. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let f with (2.1) be given. Then the (absolute) sensitivity 
of the kth component, 1 Q k < n, of the simple zero P of f6, e E int( D,), to 
perturbations in C weighted by c* is defined by 
Sensk( P, f, c*):= lim 
rad C(.f,C,, 2) k 
c-+0+ & 
Obviously an equivalent definition of the sensitivity is 
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x” is connected to i . 
I 
The vector of sensitivities of i is denoted by Sens( f, f, c*). 
In contrast to traditional perturbation theory, where the distance between 
c’ and c^ is frequently bounded by some norm, here we investigate the 
sensitivity to perturbations E of 2 having an absolute distance to c^ bounded by 
the weights c*. In our approach the weights may switch smoothly between a 
relative and an absolute distance in the ( * ( sense [taking c* := ( L 1 or 
c* := ( 1 . . 3 qT, respectively] for each individual parameter ci, 1 < i ,< p. 
This offers a great flexibility for practical applications. 
For calculating an inclusion of a zero 5? of f,, c^ E int(D,), we use the 
following theorem (see [ZS]). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let f with (2.1) be given, let 5 E D,,, R E Wnx”, and 
Q+ XEOE$” such that? + (O&JX) G 0,. Define, forcEint(DJ, YEAR’ with 
Y E D,,, 
/(c,Y):= n (M~llL”*“~~(c, y)EMforall KEY). (2.3) 
If for some E E int( 0,) 
-R -f(Z, 5) + {I - R -J( c^, X + (OUX))) * X G int( X), (2.4) 
then A and every matrix M E J( 6, 2 + (0 JJ X )) are not singular, and there is a 
unique and simple zero i of f6 in X + int( X ). 
REMARK. All operations in the above theorem are power-set operations. 
It is a straightforward generalization of Theorem 2.2 to replace 2 by some 
~,:={c”IIc”-c^)~~.)c*()forsomec*~WP,c*~O.Forsmallenough~ 
(2.4) remains valid and we conclude that every f,, c E C,, has a unique and 
simple zero i, within ? + int( X). [ f(C,, X) is defined as usual by { f(C, 
1c) 1 C”E C,}.] 
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FIG. 1. 
Using Theorem 2.2, can already give upper bounds for the sensitivity (see 
Figure 1). 
To obtain lower bounds for this set we need to find a hyperrectangle Y 
with the property that for every hyperplane bounding Y there are points in 
C(f, C,, 32) going beyond it. This is accomplished by the following theorem 
WI. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let f satisfying (2.1) be given; let X E D,,, R E Wnx”. For 
E > 0 and some e E int( Dp) let Q + X E K’l” such that X + (OUX) E 0,; let 
c, := {WVq 1 E-c^I <.E’ Ic*I} 
for some c* E W p, c* 2 0, and C, E int( D,); and define 
2, := o( -R *f(C,, ?)), 
(2.5) 
then 
AE := {Z-R*](C,,F+ (OUXJ)} ‘X,. 
2, + AE E int( Xc) 
SF + 2, •F AE E oC(f, C,, 2) C X + Z, + AE 
for C(f, C,, 2) as defined in (2.2). 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
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FIG. 2. 
The inward-directed addition •F is defined by 
X + Y := [inf( X) + sup(Y), sup(X) + inf(Y)I for X, YEOT 
(see [ZS]). 
A heuristic interpretation of (2.8) is that Z, is an “approximation” to the 
smallest hyperrectangle enclosing C(f, C,, S), whereas adding AE to the ver- 
tices of Z, in the proper direction yields an inner and an outer estimate for 
VC(~, C,, i); See Figure 2. In practice AE is small, which implies very sharp 
bounds. 
For (2.8) in Th eorem 2.3 it is crucial that Z, is the precise smallest 
rectangle enclosing -R * f(C,, X); the latter is defined by -R * f(C,, X) := 
{x 1 x= -R*_f( ) )f c X or some c E C,}. This set will not be computed exactly, 
except in special cases, but rather will be estimated by some Z,, Z, E OW” with 
Z, c V(-R *f(C,, X)) c Z,, yielding 
Z, -F AE C vC(f,C,, 2) E Z, + AE. 
However, in the limit E + 0 the size of A, can be estimated, yielding lower 
and upper bounds for the sensitivity of a zero i of fc. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let f satisfying (2.1) be given such that each parameter cj 
occurs in at most one component fi of J let F E D,,, R E W * x “, and 9 # X E OIR n
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suchthatZ+(OlJX)ED,. Define 
J(c,Y):= n [ MEOR’X”/~(C, y) EM forall y,Y) (2.9) 
for c E int( D,), YE PW” with Y E D,,, and let 
-R *f(i?, x) + {I - R ‘I( C,3?+ (OUX))) *XEint(X) (2.10) 
for some t E int( 0,). Then there is a unique and simple zero P of f; in 
?i + int(X). Let c*EW~, c* 2 0, and define 
w :=[I-R*J(d,x+(OUX))I+d(X). 
Then 
@’ := “p (d(x’i- w)i 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
is well defined, and the sensitivity of the zero 4 off,- to perturbations weighted 
by c* satisfws 
Sens( P, f, c*) Eu f 4 * w. (2.13) 
REMARK. In practical applications an inclusion of u can be calculated by 
using X + X instead of f. 
Proof. According to the assumption (2.1), f is differentiable w.r.t. c, so 
that for small enough E > 0 and E E C, 
f(E, i) = f(E, 2) + g(E, i) * (E - E) + O(E”). (2.14) 
By assumption, for 1 Q j Q p at most one function fi is dependent on cj. This 
af 
implies that in every column of - (6, 2) there is at most one nonzero 
ac 
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element. Using the c’ and -E with 
and observing f( 2, 2) = 0 proves 
f(C,, 2) = kE .I;(?, i)/ * I c*( + O(E”). 
In other words, f(C,, ;) is a full rectangle symmetric with respect to the 
origin up to terms of 0( e2). Therefore 
0(-R.f(C,,i)) = +&IRI .@%,“)I. (c*l +&2P,= +EU+2PE 
(2.15) 
for small enough E > 0, where P, E OR” is bounded for E -+ 0. 
Using Z := -R * f(2, F) E W” and 
c := {I- R*J( 2, x + (0 ux))} E PR”““, 
(2.12) becomes Z + C * X E int( X), implying (cf. [27, Lemma 21) 
C*YEint(Y) for Y := X - XEOR”. (2.16) 
where X - X = {x1 - x2 ] xl, x2 EX}. Y is componentwise fully symmetric 
w.r.t. the origin, i.e. Yi = - Yi for 1 < i < n. Let Y, := K * Y and y := ) Y ) 
= max{ ] x1 - x2 ] ) xl, x2 EX) = d(X). For small enough K > 0 we have 
3i.+(OuY,)=3i.+Y,cX+XcD,, using i E X + int( X). Therefore J(& f 
+ (0 g Y,)) E J(e, f + (0 u X)), and by using 
El- c,i+x) = gi- c, f + x) + O(E), 
which holds for every E E C, and every x E 0 u Y,, we get 
J(E, 4 + (OUY,)) EJ(C, 5 + (oux)) + d?E (2*17) 
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for every c” E C,, where Q, E Rnx” is bounded for E + 0. 
Therefore, using (2.15) and (2.17) 
-R -f(C,, i) + {I - R *J(C,, 3 + (OUYx))} . Y, 
s +EU+E~P~+ (I-R*]( 2, X + (OUX))} - Y, + ER * Q, - Y, 
(2.18) 
for every smaII enough K > 0. Using the abbreviation v := 1 R 1 * ) Q, 1 . y, 
the right-hand side of (2.18) is surely contained in int(Y,,) if 
EU + E21 p,l + KW + EKV < KZJ, (2.19) 
because IY,l =KIYJ =K~(X).N ow v is bounded for E + 0. By (2.16) and 
Yi = -Yi, 1 < i < n, we have C * Y = f I Cl . I Y I E int(Y), i.e. I Cl * y < 
y, and therefore 0 < w < y, implying y - w - EV > 0 for small enough E. 
Define 
K = K(E):= emax 
i 
{ff+i+yl+E)+&2. (2.20) 
{ Zj - W - &U}j 
Then K > 0 is well defined for small enough E, and (2.19) is true. Hence the 
1.h.s. of (2.21) is contained in int(Y,), and therefore the assumptions of 
Theorem 2.4 are satisfied for X := 12, X E := Y,, and small enough E > 0. In 
this case 2, and AE from (2.8) on replacing X, by Y,, compute to 
z,= f&U+E2PE and A,C +(KW + &KU) 
according to (2.15) and (2.18). The point is that Z, and AE are symmetric 
w.r.t. the origin up to terms of Ok. The inclusion (2.8), together with the 
definition (2.2) of C(f, C,, i), gives for 1 < i < n 
(u - El Pcl - i(w + &qi 
< infE(_f, C,, 2) < supC(f, C,, 2) 
. . 
& E 
(2.21) 
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for all small enough E > 0, with corresponding K given by (2.20). Noting the 
definition of K and I#J and taking the limit E + 0 finishes the proof. H 
It should be stressed that if f is given in explicit form, 
g(c, x) and g(c, x) 
can be calculated by so-called automatic differentiation. This method has been 
found and forgotten several times dating back to the forties, and is slowly 
finding its place in numerical analysis. For details and improvements the 
reader is referred to [9, 30, 81. In particular, J(E, f + (0 u X)) can be 
calculated and rigorously estimated using interval arithmetic and automatic 
differentiation. This is performed by replacing all operations with their corre- 
sponding interval operations [24]. 
Operations allowed in the computation of f cover the transcendental 
functions very well, because in [6, 151 algorithms have been described for 
computing very sharp bounds for t(X), X E BE?, where t is any trigonometric, 
inverse trigonometric, hyperbolic, inverse hyperbolic, exponential, or logarith- 
mic function, and also for X ‘, X, YE OG. Calculating J(c^, X + (0 u X)) using 
this method normally introduces little overestimation. This is because X 
encloses the error of ? and is usually very small. 
Theorem 2.4 gives an estimate of the sensitivity of i which can be 
rigorously calculated without knowing 12 precisely. All potential errors made 
by replacing P by Z + X and by using J(E, 1? + (0 Q X)) are covered by 
(2.13). 
The exact sensitivity of the zero 4 off,- to perturbations weighted by c* is 
readily obtained as 
(2.22) 
This confirms the results by Skeel [29] for systems of linear equations. The 
formula (2.22) can be proved directly; using Theorem 2.5, it can be seen by 
setting 
;r :=32, af R := y-& i)-l 
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and observing that 
af 
z-R*-$--(E’“) 
is convergent for every x sufficiently close to i, thus allowing one to find a 
positive vector y with 
a f
z-R-(L?,X) *y<y. 
This is true provided 12 is a simple zero of f. 
The quality of the estimate (2.13) is essentially determined by the mini- 
mum difference of the components of d(X) - w [which, according to (2.16), 
is always positive]. This difference in turn is small if the spectral radius of 
1 Z - R * J(& F + (0 u X)) 1 is small. In practice the latter value rarely ex- 
ceeds i as long as (2.16) holds. Therefore, in view of (2.12) it is likely that in 
practical applications (2.13) can be written as Sens( li, f, c*) E u * (1 + 6), 
where ii Q i. For sensitivity information this is a satisfactory result, because in 
practical applications knowing the magnitude of the sensitivity is usually 
sufficient. This heuristic is verified by the numerical results given in Section 5. 
3. SENSITIVITY OF POLYNOMINAL ZEROS 
As an application of Theorem 2.5 we mention the sensitivity of a simple 
real zero of a polynomial P E W[ x]. We write the problem as a parametrized 
nonlinear equation 
f(c, x) : Rn+l x R -+ R with P(r) = f(c, x):= i$oci * xi. (3.1) 
Let P* be a polynomial with P*(x) = Cr=, p* * xi. We do not assume 
pz # 0. Using the canonical isomorphism, we identify P with its vector of 
coefficients and define 
P, := {FIIP-PI GE. p*j}. 
The sensitivity of f to perturbation in the coefficients of P weighted by P* is 
then-similarly to the nonlinear case-defined by 
Sens( 3F, P, P*) = lim max 
Ed0 
? is connected to 1 within P, . 
I 
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THEOREM 3.1. jet PEW[X], and let x,r~W, b + XEOW, OEX be given 
with 
-VP(T) + {l- r * P’( f + X)} * X G int( X). (3.2) 
Then there is exactly one root !? of P within X + X; P is simple. Let P* E W[ x] be 
some polynomial of at most the degree of P having nonnegative coefficients, and 
let w := ) 1 - r * P’( 5 + X) 1 * d(X). Then the sensitivity of 12 to &-perturba- 
tions in the coefjcients of P weighted by P* satisfies 
Sens( f, P, P*) E 1 r 1 * P*( ( XI) * 1 + d(xp_ w . 
i i 
(3.3) 
Proof. Follows by straightforward application of Theorem 2.5 to (3.1). H 
NOTE. In a practical computation the f in the r.h.s. of (3.3) is to be 
replaced by X + X. 
In practice X will be obtained by means of an iteration process (see [26, 51). 
Unless the problem is extremely ill conditioned, the term w will be very small 
compared to I d( X ) 1, d ue to a small residue 11 - r . P’( X + X) 1 where 
r = P’( X)-l. 
The estimate (3.3) clearly shows how its quality depends on how small w is 
compared to X. An exact value for the sensitivity is obtained by setting 
f .= f . > r := P’(3i.)-l, and X := K * [- 1, 11. For small enough K (3.2) is 
satisfied, yielding 
Sens( i, P, P*) = 1 P’( i)-‘( . P*( 1 4 I), 
which repeats a well-known result from perturbation theory [32]. 
In Theorem 3.1 we used direct and independent perturbations of the 
coefficients pi of P (weighted by P*). Without going into detail, we mention 
that according to Theorem 2.5 any continuously differentiable functional 
relation between the coefficients of P and those of P* can be handled, which 
means the sensitivity of i weighted by P* in this functional relationship is 
estimated by (2.15). In practical applications this covers a large class of 
dependencies between the coefficients of P. 
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4. SENSITIVITY OF LINEAR PROBLEMS FOR FINITE 
PERTURBATIONS 
In this section we will derive bounds for the sensitivity of the solution of a 
system of linear equations Ax = b subject to perturbations in the matrix A 
and the right-hand side b weighted by some nonnegative A*, b*. We are 
especially interested in the range of the solution for finite perturbations rather 
than in the limit for E + 0. For this purpose we give the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let A E Rnxn and b E W”, A being nonsingular, and let 
12 := A-lb. For nonnegative A*ER”~“, b*ER”, and 0 < EER we define 
b, := {&I l&-b1 GE. lb*I}. 
(4.1) 
Then the &-elongation of the kth component of i, 1 < k < n, w.r.t. perturba- 
tions in A and b weighted by A* and b* is defined by 
Elon;k( A-lb, A*, b*) 
x2 = 6 with LEA,, &cbe . 
I 
(4.2) 
The vector of &-elongations of A-lb is denoted by Elon”( A-lb, A*, b*). 
The s-elongation is the true range of the solutions i- ’ * 6 where i, 5 are 
within the range of &-perturbations of A, b weighted by A*, b*. In the limit 
E + 0 the &-elongation coincides with the traditional sensitivity of 12 to 
perturbations in A, b weighted by A*, b*. 
The &-elongation is estimated by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let AEW”~“, beW”, and let XEW”, REW”~“, b + XE 
m” with 
R*(b-A?)+ {I-R*A)*X~int(x). (4.3) 
Then A and R are nonsingular, and the unique solution 4 := A- ‘b of Ax = b 
satisfies i E X + int( X). 
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For nonnegative A* E Rnx”, b* E R”, A* not identically zero define 
u := Ifi/ *(lb*1 + IA*I. I;\), v := 1 RI . 1 A*1 *d(X), 
w := II-RA~ -d(X). (4.4) 
Then both 
&* := mp{ (y-w)+i*o) (4.5) 
and 
4, := max 
i 
{(d(X) “Iv_,ji} for “‘<‘* c4’“) 
are well dejned, and 
Elon’( A-lb, A*, b*) E u k +E( ED + w). (4.7) 
NOTE. In practical applications an inclusion of u can be computed by 
using iEiZ + X. 
Proof. The first part of the theorem is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 2.1 for f: W” + R”, f(x) := Ax - b (see also [ZS]). 
Consider f : (Wn2 x IFi") x W" + FJ" with n2 + n parameters A, b and 
f(A,b,x) :=Ax-b.Th en every parameter occurs in at most component fi 
of f. Following the lines of the proof of Theorem 2.5, for every E > 0 
b, - A, - i = {&-&I&Eb,,kA,} =b-Ais(Ib*I + IA*l. 121) 
= +~.(lb*( + ]A*I. ];I), 
implying 
z, := O-R.f(A,,b,,P) = OR*(b,-A;?) 
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This is true because b, - A, * P is a full rectangle which is mapped by R into 
a parallel-epiped. This, in turn, is rounded by 0 into the smallest rectangle 
containing it.Therefore I’, = 0, using the notation of the proof of Theorem 
2.5. 
The Jacobian of f is identical to A, implying Q, = ] A* ]. (4.3) implies 
d(X) > 0 and therefore at least one component of 1 A* ] * d(X) is nonzero. 
Because of the nonsingularity of R we have u f 0. Hence by (4.5) E* is well 
defined. For 0 < E < E* it follows that 
d(x) - w - EV > 0, 
using (4.5) for the components k with uk # 0 and using d(X) > w for the 
others. Then for every 6,, 6, > 0, 
K := ” mF ( (d(x) “:, _ Ev)i) * (l + ‘1) + ‘2 (4’g) 
is well defined and K > 0. Then. 
EU + KW + &KU < K(d(X) - W - El)) + KW + &KU = K, 
which is the equivalent to (2.19). Thus (2.21) proves 
ElonE( A-lb, A*, b*) EU f 4 * (cu + w) 
for every 0 Q E < E* and corresponding K satisfying (4.9) for any 6,, 6, > 0. 
Taking the limit 6,, 6, + 0 and noting that K /E + r$, finishes the proof. W 
In a practical application we set X i= A-lb, R = A-‘. Then X is obtained 
by means of an iteration [26]. It can be shown that a properly defined iteration 
using interval operations finishes with some X satisfying (4.3) if and only if 
p( 1 1 - IL4 I) < 1 (cf. [27] and the following Theorem 4.2.1). 
For practical applications the e-elongation of the solution of the linear 
system Ax = b, A E [A], b E [b] w.r.t. perturbations weighted by A* E Rnx”, 
A* > 0 can be estima_ted by directly computing estimations for C( A,, b,) 
where A, := {A] IA-A] <E-A*}, b,:={&I I&-b1 (E-b*}. This 
approach has been described in [28]. One has 
Z,+A,EOZ(A,,b,) -3?CZE+AE (4.10) 
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for Z, := R*(b,-A,Z), AE := {I- R-A,} *X, where REW”~“, XeR”, 
X E lJRn, and Z, + AE E int( X). Using this approach, the problem is to find an 
appropriate X satisfying Z, + AE E int( X). Such an X can be determined by 
means of an iteration where in each step it is indispensable to apply a so-called 
e-inflation introduced in [25]. We define 
XEORn: x06 = x + 6 forsome 0 < 6EW”. (4.11) 
Here we use 6 to avoid a conflict with the E used in (4.10). 
For given X0 E OW” and C E := 1 - R * A, we define the iteration 
Y k := X%, xk+’ := z, + c, * Yk for 0 ,<k~k?l. (4.12) 
If for some k E M we have Xk+’ E int( Y k), then AE := C, * Yk satisfies 
(4.10). Using the iteration (4.12), explicit conditions can be stated under 
which some k E M exists with Xk+’ c int(Yk). 
THEOREM 4.2.1. LetZ,EOW”, C,EORnx”, and 0 < 6 E R” be given. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(a) For every X0 E OW” there exists a k E M such that 
Xk+’ E int( Yk), 
using the iteration (4.12). 
(b) p(II-R*A,l)<l. 
Note. For BE URnx” one has ( 1 B I)ij := maxi I bij 1 I bij E Bij}. 
Proof. Xk+’ E int(Yk) implies p( 1 C, I) < 1, as has been shown in [27]. 
Defining E := +6, we have 
Xk+’ = (ZE + E) + C, * Xk. 
According to [3] this iteration converges for every X0 E OR iff p( ] C, I) < 1. 
Assuming p( ] C, I) C 1, we have 
implying 
Xk+’ + X E’ 
Z,+E+C;X,=X, and Z,+C;X,+p*EEint(X,) 
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for every 0 G p c 1. We have o( Xk+‘, X,) + 0 and therefore 
9( 2, + c, * Xk, L-3 + c, . X’) = q(c, - Xk, c, * X’) < ( c, 1 q( Xk, XJ. 
Hence there exists a k E RI with o(2, + C, * Xk, 2 + C, * X,) < 6/2 and 
9(X k, X,) < 6/2, implying 2, + C, * X k C int( X k). W 
Theorem 4.2.1 also holds in the complex case where the absolute value for 
a complex interval matrix B E O@” is defined by 1 B 1 = 1 Re B 1 + 1 Im B ) 
(see [31). 
Setting X := A-lb, R := A-‘, and X := +(l, . . . , 1)r satisfies the as- 
sumptions of Theorem 4.2, yielding the exact sensitivity of P to perturbations 
in A, b weighted by A*, b* as 
Sens(P,A,b,A*,b*) = IA-‘] *(lb*\ + ]A*( * Iii), (4.13) 
a result which can be found in the literature for A* = 1 A 1, b* = I b I [4, 23, 
291. For some !i, R, X satisfying (4.3), 1 ower and upper bounds for this value 
are obtained by 
Sens(3E,A,b,A*,b*)EIRI.(!b*I+IA*l.I3i.I)+~.W, (4.14) 
where 
I 
and w := ]I-ZIA] *d(X). 
In our approach we use a componentwise absolute value combined with 
weights as a measure for the maximum elongation and the sensitivity of a 
solution. In many practical applications this is what a user is really interested 
in. The componentwise absolute value avoids equilibration effects due to norm 
estimates. This effect may be significant when components in the solution 
and/or in A, b show large differences in size: 
Consider the example 
given by Kahan, Fox, see Hamming [lo] and discussed e.g. in Deif [7]. The 
relative sensitivity of the three components of the solution P = (E, 1, l)T to 
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relative changes in all components of A and b (with weights A* = 1 A (, 
b* = 1 b I) compute approximately to 
9.6, 4.8, and 6.0. 
Using (4.13), the solution is very stable w.r.t. perturbations, whereas I] All * 
I] A-‘[/ = 0.8/e. For other right-hand sides the problem is very sensitive; e.g., 
for b = (6,2,1)r we have sensitivities of approximately 
2, 0.67/s, and 2.671~. 
The condition number (more explicitly, the smallest singular value us = 2s of 
A) indicates that a singular matrix is near A. Indeed, 
3 2 1 
B = 2 2.4~ 1.2~ 1 (4.16) 1 1.2~ 0.6~ 
is the nearest singular matrix in the 1) * II2 norm, with a distance equal to 
a, = 2~. However, the relative distance from B to A is very large, namely 
min{3IIB-Al<6*IA]}=1.6. (4.17) 
In the II * 11 2 sense we have, roughly speaking, a distance relative to the largest 
element in absolute value of A, whereas (4.17) is the relutioe distance to A 
taken for every individual component of A. 
The value of this observation for practical applications depends very much 
on the application itself. If the data of A are afflicted with an error that is 
absolutely not greater than some value E*, then B of (4.16) may very well lie 
in or near the domain of possible data; in the case of a given relatioe precision 
for every component of A, B is far away by 160% in relative distance. 
This leads to the question of the distance from a matrix A to the nearest 
singular matrix weighted by some nonnegative matrix A*: 
SingRad ( A, A*) := min(sl3singular Lwith I K-A] GE* ) A*[}, (4.18) 
which has strong connections to the term strongly regular for interval matri- 
ces (cf. [23]). 
LEMMA 4.3. L& A E w * ’ R be a nonsingular matrix, and A* E R” x n be 
nonnegative. Then 
{p( I A-’ I . ] A*[))-’ 6 SingRad( A, A*) (4.19) 
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and 
{o( 1 A-‘[ * 1 Al)}-‘< SingRad(A, ( Al) < 1. (4.20) 
For her or upper triagular A, 
{~(lA-‘l * IAl)}-r=SingRad(A,/Al) = 1. (4.21) 
Proof. Let A”:=A+sAbegivenwith IA”-AI<E*IA*I and&< 
{p( I A-‘1 * 1 A*!)}-‘. Then 
,o(l-A-ii) =p(A-‘.6A) 
implying the nonsingularity of i and (4.19). To prove (4.21) we use the fact 
that the inverse of a lower (upper) triangular matrices is lower (upper) 
triangular as well as I A- ’ I * I A 1, the latter having diagonal elements equal 
to 1. n 
The quality of the estimations in Lemma 4.3 has been tested in several 
experiments. The true value of the radius of singularity was calculated through 
approaching it by checking the determinant for all 2 k possibilities (k the 
number of nonzero components in A*). In our experiments l/p( I A-’ I . 
( A* I) was a reasonable estimate, yielding roughly the magnitude of the true 
value. 
In our example (4.15) the matrix 
-1 1 
L‘i with kij = Aij - (1 + 6Bij), B = 1 -1 (4.22) 
-  -1  
with 
6 = SingRad( A, I Al) = 0.37778, 
was found to be the nearest singular matrix to A w.r.t. perturbations relative 
to 1 A 1 itself. Lemma 4.3 gives an estimate of approximately 0.302 for 6. 
Theorem 4.2 gave an estimate of Elon’( 32, A, b, A*, b*) for finite values of 
E based on an inclusion x” + X for P = A-lb. This estimate (4.7) can be 
calculated on digital computers. Below we give a theoretical bound for 
Elon’( P, A, b, A*, b*) that is applicable for all E < p( I A-’ I * I A* I)-‘. 
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COROLLARY 4.4. Let A E wnx” be nonsingular, and b E R n with f := A - ‘b 
be given. For nonnegative A* E R n x “, b* E R”, A* and b* not both identically 
zero, and E < E* := {p( 1 A-‘[ * 1 A*[)}-“, let 
u:=JA-‘l.((b*I+JA*l.(il) and C:=IA-‘J*IA*I. 
Then 
Elon’( A-lb, A*, b*) EU+E.C.(I-ECC)-~.U. (4.23) 
Proof. By assumption E is small enough to make I - EC nonsingular. 
Perron-Frobenius theory shows that EC 2 0, and P(EC) C 1 implying (I - 
EC)_1 > 0 (see [31, Theorem 3.8]), and therefore 
y := (z- 
Let A, :={KI IL-AI <&IA*1 
Y, := [-K y, +K y]. Then 
A-‘. (bE - A, * 2) = &E 
and 
EC)_l * u > 0. 
}, b,:=(g) I&-bl<rIb* 
(4.24) 
I), and 
)A-‘[ *(lb*1 + )A*[ * Ii/) (4.25) 
i 
I-A-‘*A $Yx= {(I-A-‘AI).~,)~EA,,~,EY,} 
= {-~-le6~.y,) (&AI GE* lA*l, Y,EY,} 
= f&‘K’ (A-‘[ * 1 A*1 * y = &EKCy. (4.26) 
For K > & we have K y - EKCy-&U=K(I-&c)y-&U=KU-&U>o. 
Therefore, defining Z := P, R := A-‘, and X := + +K y, (4.3) is satisfied for 
every K > 2E. 
Applying Theorem 4.2 gives 
ElonE( 2, A, b, A*, b*) EU + +E * E - v, 
because w = 0, where v = KC . y; and using y - ECY = u, 
ui 1 
4E = max =- 
’ {K( Y - ‘CY)]i K 
finishing the proof. 
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TABLE 1 
ANALYSIS OF THE LINEAR SYSTEM (4.15) 
Lower bound 
upper bound I 
forElon6(A-‘b, 1 Al, lbl) 
6 (%I 
0.1 
1 
10 
20 
30 
Component 1 2 3 
9.59 4.79 5.99 
9.61 4.81 6.01 
9.50 4.75 5.93 
9.70 4.85 6.07 
8.5 4.2 5.2 
10.7 5.4 6.8 
7.2 3.6 4.3 
12.0 6.0 7.7 
5.6 2.8 3.2 
13.6 6.8 8.8 
Using Corollary 4.4 usually gives reasonable bounds for the sensitivity of a 
linear system the coefficients of which are perturbed within wider ranges. 
Consider, for instance, (4.15) with E = 10m7. Let A* := 1 A 1 and b* := 1 b 1, I _ _I 
i.e., we are looking for the set of solutions of Ax = b for A, b within relative 
distance 6 6 of A, b. As we saw before, values of 6 up to 0.302, i.e. +30.2% 
change in every component of A and b, are suitable. Table 1 displays 
Elon6( A-lb, I A 1, I b I) for the three components of the linear system (4.15) 
computed after (4.23) for different values of 6. Even for a value of 30% the 
bounds clearly give the magnitude of the total sensitivity. The same example 
with b = (6,2,1)r gives the results in Table 2. The numbers show that even 
for larger perturbations the magnitude of the sensitivity is reasonably esti- 
mated. For practical purposes the knowledge of the magnitude of the sensitiv- 
ity is usually sufficient. 
Theorem 4.2 applies immediately to matrix inversion by treating the linear 
system Ax = 1. The &-elongation of A-’ is weighted by some nonnegative 
A*ER.“X” defined similarly to Definition 4.1 by 
The matrix of &-elongations is denoted by Elon’( A- ‘, A*). Then for b := Z 
and ? := R = A-’ we obtain the following result. 
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TABLE 2 
ANALYSIS OF THE LINEAR SYSTEM (4.15) WITH b = (6,2, l)T 
6 @) Component 1 2 3 
1 1.98 6.58 x lo6 2.64 x IO’ 
2.02 6.75 x lo6 2.69 x lo7 
10 1.78 5.7 x 106 2.41 x lo7 
2.22 7.6 x lo6 2.92 x 107 
20 1.5 4.6 x lo6 2.1 x 10’ 
2.5 8.7 x lo6 3.3 x 107 
30 1.1 3.2 x IO6 1.7 x 10’ 
2.9 10.2 x 106 3.7 x 10’ 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let A E Wnx” and R E Wnx”, fi # X E OW”““, with 
R*(Z-A*R) + {Z-R-A) *X&W(X). (4.27) 
Then A and R are not singular, and A-’ E R + int( X). For nonnegative 
A*ER”X” not identically zero define 
u := [RI. iA*1 * IA-‘I, 
v := (RI. IA*1 *d(X), and w := II-RAI *d(X). 
Then both 
and 
$E := max 
i,j [ (d(X) -% - w,~~) 
are well defined, and 
Elon’(A-‘,A*)Euf+;(E*v+w). (4.28) 
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u can be estimated by using A-’ E R + X. (4.28) yields rigorous estimates 
of the &-elongation of the inverse of A weighted by A* which can be 
calculated on digital computers. Bounds similar to corollary 4.4, hard to 
compute exactly but of theoretical interest, are 
Elon’( A-‘, A*) E 1 A-’ 1 * ( A* 1 * ( A-‘1 
&E. IA-'1 [A*[ *(I-elA-‘l. [A*[)-1 
a 1 A-‘[ * 1 A*1 . 1 A-‘1, 
whichistrueforall E<E* := {p(lA-‘1 * jA*I)}-l 
5. SENSITIVITY OF EIGENVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES AND OF 
SINGULAR VALUES AND VECTORS 
Let AEW”~” 
. 
be a matrix with simple eigenvalue X E W. We restrict our 
attention in this section to real eigenvalues and eigenvectors. However, all of 
the following results immediately extend to the complex case. 
In the following we consider two formulations of the eigenproblem as a 
nonlinear system fi : Kin* X (W" X W) + R" X R, i E { 1, 2}, namely 
f’( A, x, A):= and f”( A, x, X):= 
for some 1 Q r < rr. The two are equivalent for an eigenvector-eigenvalue pair 
(P, i) provided 2, # 0. They reflect different normalizations of P and lead to 
different sensitivities of the eigenvector i. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let A E W” ‘” be a matrix with simple eigenvalue i E W, 
and let A* E Wnx” be a nonnegative matrix. Let E > 0 be small enough that 
all eigenvalues A connected to fi within A, := { A” 1 1 i - A 1 < E . 1 A* I} 
are simple. Then the sensitivity of i to perturbations in A weighted by A* is 
defined by 
k connected to fi within A, . 
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The sensitivity of the kth component of an eigenvector g of A with Af = ig 
is defined by 
Sensk( i, II * 112, A, A*) 
connected to 4 within A, w.r.t. f’ 
I 
(5.2) 
and 
Sensk( 2, e:, A, A*) 
:= lim max 
E+O+ 
x” connected to f within A, w. r. t. f” (5.3) 
where 1 < r < n with eT1; # 0. 
In the second case of course Sens,( !?, e:, A, A*) = 0. Applying Theorem 
2.5 to f’ or f2 yields estimates for the sensitivities of the eigenvalue i or the 
eigenvalue f of A, respectively, for both kinds of normalizations. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A E Rnx” andi!EW”, KER, RER(“+l)x(n+l),fl # XE 
OW”,b # AEOR with OEX, OEA. Define 
M, := A-(i+A)Z -(F+X) 
1 
and 
2XT 0 
M A- (i;+A)Z - 
eT r 
M lx ~llW(~+r)~(~+‘) for CY = 1,2, and let 
-R- + {Z- R*M,} 
or 
(z+x) 
1 0 ’ 
(54 
(5.5) 
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be satisfied. Then R and every matrix ME M, ((Y = 1 or 01 = 2, respectively) 
are nonsingular, and there exists an eigenvector-eigenvalue pair ( f, A) of A with 
4 E X + int( X) and XE X + int( X). One has PT? = 1 or e:i = 1, respectively; 
h is simple. 
For nonnegative A* E Wnx” define 
u := ISI*IA*I*IPI and w, := I I - R - M, I - d( (X, A)‘), (5.6) 
where SE R(“+nxn is the matrix of the $rst n columns of R, and (Y = 1 or 
01 = 2 according as (5.4) or (5.5) holds. Then 
(5*7) 
is well defined, and for the sensitivity of the eigenvector i to perturbations in A 
weighted by A* one has for 1 < k < n 
Sensk( f, )I * 112, A, A*) E {u f 4 * WI}~ 
and 
Sensk P, e:, A, A* E 
( ) {u f 4. ws}k> 
respectively. The sensitivity of the eigenvalue i satisfies 
Sens( fi, A, A*) E I r I * I A* I * I P I + 4 * We, (5.8) 
where r is the row vector of the j&-St n components of the last row of R, a! = 1 
or cr = 2, respectively. 
Proof. Follows immediately by applying Theorem 2.5 to f1 or f 2 de- 
fined by (5.1), regarding that every parameter occurs in at most one compo- 
nent of the function and considering (in the notation of the proof of Theorem 
2.5) 
= +IRI .[ ‘“*;I”‘] = *ISI. [A*[. 121, 
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where N = iTi - 1 = 0 or N = eT3; - 1 = 0 for CY = 1 or CI = 2, respec- 
tively, and A E:={i( ]&A] <&*]A*]}. n 
The estimate (5.8) can be calculated on digital computers. For the compu- 
tation of u from (5.6) note that i E X + X. By examination of the inverse of the 
Jacobian of f’ for f’( x, X) = 0 we get 
BERnx”, g,heW”, TER. (5.9) 
Then { = 0 because det( A - hZ) = 0, (A - XZ)h = 0, and 2 ~rh = 1, imply- 
ing h = 0.5~~. B y gr( A - XI) = 0 together with -gT - x = 1 it follows that 
g is the left eigenvector Y corresponding to k subject to the normalization 
YT * x = - 1. Hence by applying Theorem 5.2 together with (2.25) we get 
Sens(X, A, A*) = 
I yTI - I A*l * I xl 
I YTX I ’ 
(5.10) 
which can also be obtained by classical perturbation theory [32]. For a 
symmetric matrix A this means 
Sens(X, A, A*) = 
I xTI * I A*l * I xl 
I XT4 
(5.11) 
for unsymmetric perturbations of A weighted by A*. Allowing only for 
symmetric perturbations weighted by A*, we have to examine the last compo- 
nent of 2, again because now our assumption that every parameter occurs in 
at most one component of f’ is violated. Let A = AT and 
A”,:={A”symmetric]]A”-A]<E.]A*]}. (5.12) 
Then using f’ from (5.1) 
z,=O-R* [ ;;I i;P] = OR. py, (5.13) 
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where AAERnX”, IAAl Q E* 1 A* 1, and A A is symmetric. If R is the exact 
inverse of the Jacobian of f’ at (i, i), then gr in (5.9) equals Yr, which is 
- ST/ST? because of the symmetry of A and the normalization gT * i = 1. 
The sensitivity to symmetric perturbations is maxzsz, 1 Z, I /E in the limit 
.e+O. Wehave 
fT.AA.f= xPi.AAij.Pj=diag(AA).P+2. gj4i.AAij.ij. 
i,j 
(5.14) 
In the sum (5.14) all dependencies are eliminated, yielding max I fT * A A * i I 
=EI?~I. IA*I. IPI. 
COROLLARY 5.3. The sensitivity of a simple eigenvalue X with correspond- 
ing eigenvector x of a symmetric matrix to unsymmetric perturbations weighted 
b Y A* E Rnx”, A* > 0, is the same as the sensitivity to symmetric perturbations 
weighted by A*, namely 
I xTl * I A*l - 1x1 
XTX 
For a simple singular value u of some matrix A, a2 is an eigenvalue of 
ATA. Let u and v be the left and the right singular vector of A with 
II41~ = llvll~ = 1. Th en ATAv = aATu = a2v, and the sensitivity of the 
eigenvalue a2 of ATA, s’ rmilarly to (5.14) is equal to 
lim max 
vT*A(ATA) .v 
E-+0 & 
where A(ATA) := (/?i-ATA I I K-AI GE* I A*[}. Neglecting 0(e2) 
terms, we have to examine v’( AT * A A + (A A)TA) v for I A A I < E * 1 A* 1. 
By using Av = uu and ATu = uv, 
Here all dependencies are eliminated and the sensitivity of the eigenvalue a2 
of ATA turns out to be 2 u I uT 1 * 1 A* ( * I v (, yielding the sensitivity of the 
singular value u of A as I uT I * I A* I * I v I . 
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COROLLARY 5.4. The sensitivity of a simple singular value u with 1ejI and 
right singular vector u and v to perturbations in A weighted by some nonnega- 
tive A*EWnX” is 
6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
In this section we will give some numerical examples for systems of linear 
and nonlinear equations. Throughout this section we will use a short notation 
for intervals by giving coinciding digits of the left and right bounds only once. 
For example, an interval [2.718281,2.718282] will be denoted by 
2.71828; 
The notation bears the advantage that the sharpness of an interval is recog- 
nized immediately. In many examples we display only three figures of the 
result. In this case for the example above 
2.718 
would be displayed. The notation indicates that all displayed figures are 
correct. 
Using the interpretation that an interval is an inclusion for a correct result, 
we can define the relative error 6( A) of an interval A = [_a, ?ij by 
provided that 0 $ A. Indeed, the relative error of any x E A w.r.t. any y E A is 
bounded by 6(A). To be perfectly clear it should be stated that all given 
results are correct in the sense that the true result is between the displayed 
left and right bounds. 
In order to implement the estimations derived in the previous sections on 
digital computers, an appropriate floating-point arithmetic is necessary. That 
means an arithmetic with directed roundings to preserve the central property 
of interval arithmetic, the isotonicity: 
and 
a, bEF: a*bE[a,a]*[b,b] 
A, BEOF: tla, bER: acA, bEB * a*bEA*B. 
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Here F E R denotes some set of floating-point numbers, 
are floating-point intervals (A E OF), and * E { +, - , * , /}. Operations over 
floating-point intervals as well as for floating-point interval vectors and matri- 
ces are well defined and rapidly executable on digital computers (cf. [3, 5, 17, 
20, 231). 
In the following we use an implementation on a personal computer with 
coprocessor, taking advantage of the IEEE 754 arithmetic. All results are 
produced using double precision, i.e., 54 bits in the mantissa, equivalent to 
approximately 18 decimal figures. The programming language in use is TPX 
[ll], an extension of Turbo Pascal developed at the Technical University of 
Hamburg and allowing a general operator concept, function- and procedure- 
name overloading, general result types for functions, and dynamic array 
handling. TPX is transpiled into Turbo Pascal by means of a precompiler. The 
code for the examples presented below, as well as the precompiler itself, is 
freely available. 
First we investigate some ill-conditioned linear systems Ax = b. Until 
noted otherwise, we set A* := ] A ] and b* := 1 b 1, i.e. regard relative 
perturbations w.r.t. all components of the linear system. In this approach zero 
elements stay zero. In order to display the variation of the sensitivity w.r.t. 
different right-hand sides we use 
b :=A-l*(+l,- l,+l,...)T and b := V, 
for a singular-value decomposition A = UCVT. The minimum sensitivity 
Sens min and maximum sensitivity Sens max of the components of the solution 
for these two right-hand sides w.r.t. perturbations in A and b weighted by A* 
and b* are displayed. Finally we display the condition numbers delivered by 
the LINPACK condition estimator. 
Our first example consists of Hilbert matrices. In order to keep the 
coefficients exactly representable, we use the inverse, i.e. 
A := H-l with Hij := (i +j - 1)-i. 
The results in Table 3 were obtained using Theorem 2.5 for the linear case. 
For n = 13 in some cases only upper bounds for the sensitivity are obtained. 
However, for a number of components lower and upper bounds are still 
obtained, such as (0.77,2.04) x 10 l', implying a minimum sensitivity of the 
linear system. 
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TABLE3 
SENSITIVITY HILBERT MATRICES 
b=A-'*(+l,-l,+l,...)T b = V, 
n Sens,, Sens max Sens min Sens,, cond( A) 
5 2.489E5 5.402~5 2.108~5 4.929E7 4.7E5 
7 1.95138 4.372~8 1.797E8 9.166Ell 4.7E8 
9 1.705E11 3.886~11 1.454811 7.492El5 4.9E11 
11 1.5;E14 3 7oE14 '58 1.$E14 1.3!~16 5.2~14 
13 ;"E17 ;.4E19 ;::fE17 ;.'E17 2.4~17 
TABLE4 
SENSITIVITY PASCAL MATRICES 
b = v, 
n Sens,, Sens max Sens min Sens max cond( A) 
5 3.564~3 3.637~4 3.606~3 4.742~5 6.3~4 
7 1.139E5 4.176~6 1.125~5 1.982~8 1.4E7 
9 3.625~6 4.872~8 3.533~6 8.708~10 3.OE9 
11 1.158~8 5.804~10 1.119E8 4.141E13 6.7~11 
13 3.718E9 7.009El2 3.572@9 3.187~16 1.5E14 
Next, in Table 4 we display the results for Pascal matrices defined by 
Pij := i + j . ( i i 
The results for Zielke matrices defined by 
z,, _ (n?;‘) -n*(::f) 
‘J : i+j-1 
shown in Table 5, are even better. One may suppose this is due to the fact that 
the inverse is the same matrix with a chessboard-like sign distribution and is 
therefore exactly representable. 
The tables verify again the well-known fact that the condition number may 
over- or underestimate the true sensitivity of the solution of a linear system. 
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TABLE 5 
SENSITIVITY ZIELKE MATRICES 
b = A-‘. (+l, - 1, +l,. . .)T b = v, 
?I Sens,, Sens max Sens min Sens,, cond( A) 
7 1.150~6 8.780~8 1.097E8 2.166~8 1.8E9 
9 1.360~8 1.447~12 9.632ElO 1.889Ell 4.9312 
10 1.497E9 6.414~13 2.580E12 3.443~12 2.7~14 
11 1.658~10 2.533~15 8.966E13 1.752~14 1.5~16 
All results are of high quality. Moreover, as is well known, the sensitivity may 
depend significantly on the right-hand side. An advantage of the methods 
presented is that the sensitivity of each individual component of the solution 
can be rigorously estimated w.r.t. weighted perturbations in the full set of 
components or part of them. We will investigate this in a final example. 
For a 50 x 50 random matrix with random right-hand side (all numbers 
being uniformly distributed in [0, 11) we obtain for the sensitivity Sensi of the 
ith component of the solution x^ = A -‘*bfor i=9and i= 19with A* := 
] A ], b* := ] b ] : 
Senslg = 248, 
Sens, = 17900, 
cond( A) = 685. 
We have the possibility to check the sensitivity w.r.t. individual sets of 
coefficients in A and b, for example w.r.t. the columns Aj of A. We obtain 
for the sensitivity of the 9th component of the solution 2 
Sens,( A* = ] A,, I, b* = 0) = 8600, 
Sens,( A* = ] A, I, b* = 0) = 6, 
Sens,( A* = 0, b* = I b I) = 1270. 
For another right-hand side, namely b = Us, with A = U XV’, things 
change. We obtain for the minimum and maximum sensitivity of the solution 
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i to perturbations weighted by A* = ) A 1, b* = 1 b ) 
minimum 
1 
sensitivity of P = 210 
maximum 122851 
as compared to the condition number 685. 
7. CONCLUSION 
Methods have been described to compute rigorous bounds for the sensitiv- 
ity of linear or nonlinear systems of equations to weighted perturbations in the 
input data. Together with rigorous estimation of the solution, the sensitivity 
information comes virtually free of cost. The calculated estimates are very 
sharp. 
A criticism of inclusion algorithms for data afflicted with tolerances has 
been that correct bounds for the solution set are computed and all experience 
shows that those bounds are very sharp, but the degree of sharpness cannot be 
estimated (see [14]). Another criticism has been that even a guaranteed and 
very sharp error bound may mislead a user in the case of an extremely 
sensitive problem. The presented theorems and practical results, together with 
those presented in [28], fill those gaps. 
The sensitivity analysis offers the additional advantage that, rather than a 
single number representing the condition of the problem in use, a whole 
sensitivity vector can be computed representing variations of individual com- 
ponents of the solution for weighted perturbations in the input data. As is well 
known, traditional condition numbers do not necessarily reflect the true 
sensitivity of individual components of a solution. 
The methods described can be implemented very effectively on digital 
computers. No special computer arithmetic is necessary; a state-of-the-art 
arithmetic described e.g. in the IEEE 754 binary floating-point standard [I2] 
or the arithmetic developed by Kulisch [17] suffices. In particular, all kinds of 
arithmetics representing sets on computers are suitable; in our implementation 
we used a rectangular real or complex arithmetic. 
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